
MODULE 6. PSYCHOLOGICAL FORUM. 

ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION: RUSSIA – WEST, 

PERSPECTIVES FOR COOPERATION.  
 

In this module students are supposed to find a text in Russian that is dedicated to one of the 

problems within one of the trends in psychological field of study. Students should translate the text 

from Russian into English and use the ideas integrated into the text while they hold a round table 

discussion in the end of the third term. 

 

In early November each student should decide about the topic to be presented at the round table 

discussion, report it to the English language instructor and in late December perform it in a 

PowerPoint format (Please, find the Assessment Criteria Chart in Supplement). 

 

Within the November-December period of time students work on their presentations considering 

and applying such things from the previous Module 5 as  

- perspectives in modern psychology 

- research methods 

- comparing and contrasting techniques 

- description of sources 

- methods of evaluation and emphasis  
 

 

SAMPLE TEXT (Cross-cultural perspective in psychology) 
 

Translation from Russian into English.  

 
http://artpsiholog.ru/pouchitsya-u-arabskix-semej/ 
 

Женский взгляд: Чему бы мы могли поучиться у арабских семей?  
 

21 мая, 2015,  

Автор: Богдана  
 

Сложился определѐнный стереотип о злых и жестоких арабах, в семьях которых царит 

сплошная тирания, у женщины нет никаких прав и она только и может, что сидеть 

взаперти, рожать детей и обслуживать мужа.  

 

Конечно, многое преувеличено. Времена давно изменились, а вместе с ними и уклад 

жизни в арабской семье. Сегодня в арабской культуре есть много хороших традиций, 

которые они бережно хранят, и традиции семейного уклада – не исключение. 

 

Например, в арабской семье негласным главой считается мать. Мужчина – покровитель, 

защитник, добытчик. Его уважают и слушают, но все члены семьи, в том числе и муж, в 

сложных жизненных ситуациях обязательно спросят о мнении старшей женщины, никогда 

ничего не сделают без ее ведома. Матерей уважают и обожают. Мужчины всегда очень 

нежны, внимательны и заботливы по отношению к своим женщинам-родственницам и 

детям. Их очень любят и балуют, наряжают, дарят много подарков. На улице незнакомый 

человек может запросто угостить конфеткой ребенка – у арабов это в порядке вещей.  

 

Но, тем не менее, детям не разрешают ‘садиться на голову родителям’ – капризы детей в 

арабских семьях не поощряют. Из мальчишек начинают воспитывать мужчин уже в 

раннем детстве. В Ираке, например, существуют специальные военные школы для 

мальчиков, где наряду с обычными предметами по желанию родителей детей обучают 

боевым искусствам и владению оружием.  



По поводу того, что в арабских семьях присутствует домашнее насилие – это правда, но не 

больше, чем в России или в любой другой стране. Везде есть плохие люди, независимо от 

нации или расы. В Коране четко прописано, что в рай попадает только хороший и 

благочестивый муж, который заботится о своей жене, и в странах с преобладающим 

числом арабского населения культивируется уважение к жене, матери.  

 

Арабы очень дружны со своими родственниками, они всегда тесно общаются с братьями, 

сестрами, дядями и шуринами. Стоит нерадивому мужу хоть пальцем тронуть свою 

супругу, она тут же расскажет об этом своим многочисленным родственникам, а те не 

преминут прийти к нему и объяснить по-мужски, что они никому не позволят обижать их 

сестру.  

 

А видели бы вы, как наряжаются замужние арабки! Замужнюю женщину в чѐрной 

парандже до пяток уже редко встретишь на улице. Одевать и украшать свою жену, 

каждый месяц давать ей деньги на наряды является святой обязанностью мужа. Конечно 

же, все зависит от местности и финансового состояния самой семьи. Где-нибудь в глухом 

ауле женщины будут рады и скромным нарядам и украшениям. В некоторых регионах 

Ближнего Востока с богатой экономикой, например в Арабских Эмиратах, арабским 

женщинам позавидовала бы жена любого нашего олигарха. У каждой новая машина, 

множество ярких нарядов, горы украшений. И они не сидят дома – женщина может 

выходить в таком ярком наряде на улицу. Главное, чтобы одежда была не слишком 

открытой, и обязательно покрывала ноги по щиколотку. Хиджаб (платок) желателен, но 

не обязателен – многие молодые девушки его уже не носят. Арабки (и замужние, и 

незамужние молодые женщины) часто ходят с подругами в кафе, в солярии, на шоппинг.  

 

В любом обществе есть свои достоинства и недостатки. Часто традиции различных 

народов мира приживаются в других культурах и привносят свой колорит в другой уклад 

жизни. В нашем глобализированном мире такой обмен культур имеет большое значение 

для того, чтобы понимать друг друга несколько лучше. 

 

Glossary 

 

определѐнный стереотип – a certain stereotype 

злые и жестокие арабы – evil-minded and violent Arabs 

сплошная тирания – absolute / total tyranny 

сидеть взаперти – to be condemned to her home 

рожать детей – to give birth to children 

обслуживать мужа – to serve the husband 

преувеличивать – to exaggerate 

уклад жизни – a lifestyle 

бережно хранить традиции – to cherish traditions  

негласный / неформальный глава – an informal head (of the family) 

покровитель – a guardian 

защитник – a defender 

добытчик – the one who earns for living 

слушать – здесь: to follow smb’s instructions 

сложные жизненные ситуации – life hardships 

старшая женщина – the senior woman 

без чьего-либо ведома – without smb’s consent 

нежный – tender 

внимательный – considerate 

заботливый – caring 



женщины-родственницы – female relatives 

баловать – to treat well; to pamper 

наряжать – to dress up 

в порядке вещей – (to be) a common thing 

‘садиться на голову родителям’ – to ride smb’s parents 

капризы детей в арабских семьях не поощряют – здесь: demanding children are not 

encouraged 

воспитывать мужчин с раннего детства – to bring up smb the man from the early childhood 

специальные военные школы для мальчиков – special cadet schools for boys 

обычные предметы – regular subjects 

по желанию родителей – on the parents’ request 

боевые искусства – martial arts 

владеть боевым оружием – to be the master of combat weapons 

домашнее насилие – domestic violence  

плохие люди – здесь: a black sheep 

Коран – the Koran / the Book 

рай – paradise / the Heavens 

хороший и благочестивый муж – a good and faithful husband 

заботиться о жене – to attend to the wife 

культивировать уважение к жене, матери – to worship wife, mother 

шурин – brother-in-law 

нерадивый муж – careless husband 

тронуть кого-либо пальцем – здесь: to try  to hurt 

объяснить по-мужски – здесь: to make it clear for someone as men usually do 

обижать – to offend; to insult 

наряжаться – to dress up 

паранджа – a yashmac 

святая обязанность мужа – the husband’s sacred duty 

глухой аул – a distant mountain village 

Арабские Эмираты – the Arab Emirates 

олигарх – oligarch 

покрывать ноги по щиколотку – to cover smb’s ankle 

хиджаб (платок) – a Muslim kerchief 

достоинства и недостатки – здесь: advantages and disadvantages 

приживаются в других культурах – здесь: to become a regular / common thing in other 

cultures 

привносить колорит во что-либо – здесь: to make smth more colourful 

глобализированный мир – the globalized world 

обмен культур – cultural exchange 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SAMPLE TRANSLATION 

 

From the female point of view: What can we learn from the Arab families?  
 

May 21, 2015  

By Bogdana  

 

There is a certain stereotype about evil-minded and violent Arab men whose families suffer from 

absolute tyranny and women have no rights as the only thing they can do is to stay at home, give 

birth to children and serve their husbands.  
 

Of course, many things may be exaggerated. The lifestyle in the Arab family has changed long 

ago along with the time. Nowadays, the Arab culture has many good and well-cherished 

traditions and the family traditions are not an exception. 
 

For example, mother is the informal leader in the Arab family. And the man is the guardian, 

defender, the one who earns for living. He is respected and his instructions are followed, yet all 

members of the family are sure to ask for a piece of advice from the senior woman when the 

family faces life hardships; the family will never do anything without the senior woman’s 

consent. Mothers in the Arab culture are very much respected and admired. The Arab men are 

always tender, considerate and caring about their female relatives and children. Women and 

children are very much loved, pampered, dressed up, treated with plenty of presents. A stranger 

may come over to a child in the street and give him a candy– it’s a common thing in the Arab 

culture.  
 

Never the less, children are not allowed ‘to ride their parents’; demanding children are not 

encouraged in the Arab families. Parents begin bringing up boys into the men from the early 

childhood. In Iraq, for example, there are special cadet schools for boys where along with the 

regular subjects on the request of their parents the boys study the martial arts and become 

masters of combat weapons.  
 

As for domestic violence in the Arab families, it is a reality though not more than in any other 

country. There are always black sheep among people regardless nation or race. The Koran runs 

that only a good, faithful and attending husband may pass onto the Heavens, so in the countries 

where most of the population are Muslims husbands worship their wives, their mothers and 

sisters. 
 

The Arabs are on friendly terms with their relations, they always keep close bonds with brothers, 

sisters, uncles, brothers-in-law. Once a careless husband tries to hurt his wife, the next moment 

the offended wife may tell everything to her numerous relatives who are sure to come and in the 

manly manner make it clear for her spouse that there is no way for him to abuse their sister.  
 

Oh, you should have seen the way the Arab married women dress up! Yashmacs are likely to be 

going out of fashion very soon. The husband’s sacred duty is to give his wife enough money so 

she could dress up and afford new jewelry. Of course, everything depends on the residence 

location and the family financial status. Somewhere in a remote mountain village women might 

feel happy about rather modest clothing and accessories. In some wealthy regions of the Middle 

East, for example, in the Arab Emirates, an Arab woman might make a wife of a Russian 

oligarch extremely jealous with a new car, plenty of colourful garments and countless jewelry 

sets. The Arab women are not condemned to their homes, they very often show off in public. 

The strict rule is that their clothing should display very little of their bodies and cover their legs 

down to the ankle. They are not obliged to wear a kerchief any more – many Arab young ladies 

totally ignore it. The Arab women (both married one and young singles) are frequent visitors to 

cafes, beauty parlours and shopping malls  
 



Any lifestyle all over the world has its advantages and disadvantages when family is concerned. 

Very often traditions of various nations may take root into other cultures and make other 

lifestyles more colourful. In our globalized society such cultural exchange is quite significant as 

it helps us understand each other a little bit better. 

 

 

SAMPLE OUTLINE of the presentation based on the translated text 

 

1.   The above text reflects the empirical method of study (known as well as ‘field study’). 

 

2.   The author of the text attempts to compare lifestyles of the Arab and Russian families, yet the 

chosen comparing techniques fail to disclose the advantages and disadvantages of the lifestyles 

in question. 

 

3.   The author doesn’t refer to a range of sources she used to present her observation. This fact 

makes it possible for us to conclude that the survey and the findings are not well-grounded. 

 

4.   The text doesn’t present any groundbreaking data regarding the cross-cultural trend in modern 

psychology, yet it deserves attention as a conclusion made by a person with a certain level of 

cross-cultural background. 

 

 

SAMPLE PRESENTATION OF THE ARTICLE 

 

While preparing your presentation of the article, please, try and reflect the following: 

- what perspective in modern psychology the main idea of the article may be referred to;  

- what research method(s) is used to develop the main idea of the article; 

- if comparing and contrasting techniques are used by the author; 

- if description of the sources is available; 

- if methods of evaluation and emphasis seem valid. 

 

 

Hello, dear group mates / friends! 
 

My name is Kristina Shmeleva and I’d like to present the article that I refer to the cross-cultural 

perspective in modern psychology. The article by Bogdana is titled ‘From the female point of 

view: What can we learn from the Arab families?’ The main idea of the article covers the fact 

that we, Russians, can learn a lot from the Arab culture when family relations are concerned. The 

text is actually an empirical observation that is not grounded with any valid references to a wide 

range of sources to make it a convincing statement regarding the existing differences between the 

Arab and Russian families.  
 

Summary of the text (from the cross-cultural point of view): 

In the first place the author tries and destroys the stereotype about Arab men. She brings the 

audience to the idea that the dark times in the history of the Middle East countries are no longer 

the reality. Everything is changing as well as the attitude to the Arab women who have always 

been the core of the family since mothers are very much respected and admired in the Arab 

family culture.  
 

The author finds it very interesting and worth accepting to the Russian culture that there is no 

way for children ‘to ride their parents’ and demanding children should never be encouraged, and 

bringing up boys into the men should start from the early childhood.  
 



The author finds it amazing how close relatives are in the Arab countries. Their readiness for 

immediate help to their relations in need is the fact to be admired.  
 

The way the Arab women dress is another wonderful story! The Arab women very often wear 

colourful clothes and gorgeous breathtaking jewelry to enjoy their showing off in public so a 

Russian oligarch’s wife may turn jealous when she sees it. Yet, despite of the fact that most of 

the Arab women are still rather conservative about their clothes and life styles, they are frequent 

visitors to cafes, beauty parlours and shopping malls as they have more free time and the subjects 

to less control from their husbands.  
 

The author concludes with the idea that any lifestyle may take root into other cultures and make 

them richer and more colourful. In our globalized society such cultural exchange is quite 

significant as it helps us understand each other a little bit better. 
 

As we see the author performs an attempt to compare lifestyles of the Arab and Russian families, 

yet the chosen comparing techniques fail to disclose the advantages and disadvantages of the 

lifestyles both in the Middle East and Russia as the author rests her judgments on her findings 

about the Arab families’ lifestyle only. She never brought any evidence of the Russian families’ 

lifestyle to be compared to that in the Middle East countries. As I understand, the field study she 

performed as a tourist can hardly be replicated since the realities in another location in the country 

may turn out quite different from those she observed. 
 

The author doesn’t refer to a range of sources she used to make her observation a well-grounded 

opinion. This fact makes it possible for us to conclude that the survey and the findings though 

rather interesting may be ignored since the author dismisses the idea of making them valid through 

a professional opinion or a paperwork. 
 

The text doesn’t present any groundbreaking data regarding the cross-cultural trend in modern 

psychology, yet it deserves attention as a conclusion made by a witness with a certain level of 

cross-cultural background. 

 

 

 

Final home assignment: prepare a talk / a report on one of the perspectives in the modern 

psychology as a part of the round-table discussion. Make an emphasis on the point you find the 

most essential. Please, refer to SUPPLEMENTS when necessary. 

Your talk as a constituent part of the ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION should be given orally in 

the format of a PowerPoint presentation (350 –500 words) and appropriately illustrated. 
 

After you have found a text in Russian covering the topic they are interested in you have to 

translate the text into English. You should strictly adhere to the following stages: 

-  observe the text, try and comprehend the ideas presented by the author and develop 

an outline; 

-  write out the unfamiliar lexical units into your glossary on the text;  

-  take your time and edit the text so that the structure of the sentences in Russian 

makes it possible for you to easily translate them into English; 

-  carry out your translation.  
 

You are supposed to refer to the text you have translated and pick one of the aspects of possible 

professional cooperation between the Russian and Western psychologists to determine and 

explain the difference / contrast / distinction / parallel between the described modes of behavior. 
  

You should conclude with the statement about possible most appealing aspect of professional 

cooperation between the Western / Middle Eastern and Russian scholars and disclose both 

positive factors to enjoy and challenges to solve. 



SUPPLEMENTS 

 
 



 
 
 



 
 



 
 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 
 
 



 
 



 
 
 



 
 



 
 
 
 



Using Older Research References 
 

Please read / listen to a part of a lecture. The professor is discussing the criteria for using 

older research references.  

 

Well, first of all you have to understand that there’s no hard and fast rule for deciding when a 

research reference is too old. But that doesn’t help you much. So, I’ll try to give you a couple of 

guidelines, and then you’ll just have to use good judgment. Okay, let’s just say for our purposes, 

that the research is thirty years old. Then the next thing to think about is whether any changes 

have occurred in society to call the data into question. For example, in a study that looks at diet, 

we know logically that many changes have occurred in eating patterns over the past thirty years, 

so this study would probably be out of date. But a study of, say, uh, language development may 

be okay because the way that babies learn their native language hasn’t changed much in the same 

period of time. So, what I’m saying is . . . the date is less important than the potential for change. 

Okay, then the second criteria to consider is whether the citation is a finding or an opinion. If 

you have a study that indicates, uh, for example, that college students are drinking more, that’s a 

finding, but if you have a statement by the researcher that drinking is the most serious problem 

on campus, then you have an opinion. And opinions are accurate over the years as long as 

they’re attributed to the person and the date is cited. But the finding for an older study may be 

too old. In that case, it’s probably better to use a more recent study. 

 

Here is a shorter version of the part of the lecture.  
 

There are two major criteria for using an older research reference. First comes the "potential for 

change." For example, research on diet may be too old after thirty years because many changes 

have occurred in dietary practices during that time, but research on language development may 

be okay because fewer changes have taken place in language acquisition in the same number of 

years. The other criterion requires that the scholar should first identify the research as a 

conclusion or an opinion. In general, a conclusion may be outdated when a newer study is 

published, but an opinion credited to a person with the date of the opinion in the citation will be 

correct over time. In other words, there’s no exact number of years to decide whether a reference 

is acceptable. So, the date isn’t as significant as the criteria. In other words, an older study can be 

used if changes in the research haven’t taken place or if the results are worded as opinions with 

the dates cited. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Keys: 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 



 
 

 

 
 

 
 



 

 

 



 
 

 

 


